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Abstract
Graphene and related materials (GRMs) promise ample application potential throughout
numerous industries. A dedicated graphene market gradually forms around emerging suppliers
aspiring to satisfy future demands. Its growth critically depends on the interplay of supply stream
maturation and initial utilizations to drive the demand. The present issue of Graphene Roadmap
Briefs provides quantitative insights into the current state and future development of the emerging
graphene market. We aggregate the underlying expectations and projections from commercial
market reports and critically discuss the results. Established science and technology metrics
complement our analyses and provide deeper insights into the global market landscape and key
actors. In particular, we resolve composites, batteries, and electronics as major application areas
likely to drive the overall development of the graphene market towards mass production.

About: Graphene Roadmap Briefs
Graphene Roadmap Briefs highlight key innovation areas impacted by graphene and related
materials (GRMs) as well as overarching aspects of GRM innovation status and prospects. The
series bases on the evolving technology and innovation roadmap process initiated by the European
Graphene Flagship. It covers crucial innovation trends beyond fundamental scientific discovery
and applied research on GRM utilization opportunities.

List of acronyms

GRM Graphene and related 2D materials

TIR Technology and innovation roadmap

3I Innovation interface investigation

GO Graphene oxide
rGO Reduced graphene oxide
EGG Electronic grade graphene
GNP Graphene nanoplatelet
REACH Registration, Evaluation,

Authorisation, and Restriction of
Chemicals

TRL Technology readiness level
R&D Research and development
KPI Key performance indicator
SME Small and medium enterprises

The list of abbreviations and acronyms
excludes proper names, common use
(such as 2D), metric system units,
chemical symbols, and isolated
introductions (for terms most
common as acronym such as CNT).

1. Introduction

The practical isolation of graphene in 2004 [1]
sparked enormous expectations in terms of sci-
entific discovery, technological application oppor-
tunity, and potential economic value. Properties,
which merely existed in theoretical concepts [2]
before, suddenlymaterialized. Long sustained growth
in both scientific publication and patent application
records (see below) based onGRMs evidence signific-
ant momentum often seen as hype [3]. Of course, the
translation of a novel material into widespread eco-
nomic impact takes substantial time spans [4].Hence,
the present market development may appear to lag
behind earlier expectations.

Our recent industrialization roadmap [5] shows
that the emerging graphene supply industry currently
undergoes an extensive consolidation phase. Most
producers still remain somewhat in a start-up phase
and face an interrelated dual struggle to grow their
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customer base and to secure funding to scale their
production. Others may already succeed in certain
niches, some perhaps with little to no public visibility
due to strict non-disclosure terms often imposed by
customers.

Meanwhile, all actors strive for meaningful mar-
ket intelligence to inform their executive decisions.
This includes observers on the sideline who consti-
tute prospective and potential actors considering if,
when and how to enter the market. Key perspectives
include:

• Production: Material suppliers seeking for tar-
get markets (applications, specification, demand
volume, pricing perspectives, etc) and potential
customers for business development and scaling
perspectives.

• Sourcing: Prospective users seeking competitive
advantage (use case, availability and reliability
of supply, scalability, cost targets, multi-sourcing
opportunities) often prior to engaging in initial
practical R&D at all.

• Investment: Executive decision makers and finan-
ciers (venture capitalists, banks) seeking to inform
and validate their objectives in scaling production
lines and corporate infrastructures.

In the present issue of Graphene Roadmap Briefs, we
take a closer look at the anticipated graphene market
development and the involved key players, by means
of a meta-market analysis. To complement the pic-
ture, we analyze the international innovation land-
scape via comprehensive publication and patent ana-
lysis down to actor level.

2. Market research

The idea to support decision-making processes by
deliberate market research dates back more than a
century [6]. Initially, the efforts mainly focused on
consumers to understand their behavior and their
desires. Market research task soon became a domain
of specialists and third party service providers. Today,
consumer data became widely available, so that mar-
ket researchers rather focus on analyzing such data-
sets and guiding their clients through the gained
insights [6]. Beyond provision of specific services to
individual clients (to understand their market envir-
onment in depth), the creation of market reports
for an undetermined broader audience constitutes
another business model for market research agencies.
Thesemarket reports (often also referred to asmarket
studies) aim to provide a general overviewof a specific
topic and market—and may serve as starting point
for in-depthmarket research conducted by individual
companies.

In general, the content of market reports com-
prises of both primary and secondary research,

as well as of analyses and calculations based on
the thus obtained information [7–9]. Primary mar-
ket research typically includes interviews and sur-
veys among relevant (industrial) actors (production,
sourcing, investment—section 1) to obtain first-hand
information, for instance on production capacities,
demand, prices, investments, etc. In contrast, sec-
ondary market research rather concentrates on col-
lecting already available information and data, for
instance from press releases, news announcements,
or quarterly reports of companies. Depending on the
topic of the market report, consumer data can also
play an important role as well.

Today, trade associations as well as private and
public statistics providers publish ample data on all
sorts of established markets. In contrast, niche mar-
kets and emerging sectors may appear opaque. Their
understanding typically requires substantial primary
research to gather quantitative information from rel-
evant actors active in that market. Hence, commer-
cial market report providers often concentrate on this
segment where they can potentially provide valuable
insights to their target audience. Ideally, their reports
base on ample interaction with relevant market act-
ors both in public context (trade fairs, conferences,
etc) and private settings (deliberate interviews with
company representatives). The aggregated informa-
tion then often is complemented by assumptions,
estimates, and extrapolation to allow for a forecast of
short- to medium-term market development.

In the present issue of Graphene Roadmap Briefs,
we conduct a meta-analysis among market reports
covering GRMs (section 3). It focusses on their mar-
ket forecasts that constitute their highest level of result
aggregation and, thus, serves us as a measure of both
intercomparison and market expectation harmoniz-
ation (section 4). Beyond that, we use systematic tra-
cing of claims in individual market actor coverage as
a starting point to analyze the graphene market land-
scapes on both the supply (section 5) and utilization
(section 6). We complement the market report data
with sophisticated bibliometric and patent analyses
drilled down to the actor level for two reasons: (a) to
provide a more complete view of the respective mar-
ket landscapes and (b) to obtain a better judgment of
merits and flaws of market reports, both in general
(as segment of grey literature) and individual (pre-
purchase selection criteria).

3. Meta-market analysis of the graphene
market

3.1. Motivation
We can distinguish two fundamental levels of mar-
ket intelligence: specific insights and global prospects.
Both can be of high value to various stakeholders
in the wider graphene ecosystem that comprises of
both present actors and those potentially entering the
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market in the future. On the long run, practical oper-
ations will primarily benefit from the availability and
quality of highly specific market insights to support
tactical level decision making. On a sourcing per-
spective, that will include potential suppliers, intel-
ligence about their product portfolio (material type,
quality, purity, etc), their capacity and scaling per-
spectives. Similarly, on a production perspective, sup-
pliers will strive for specific insights on potential cus-
tomers to focus and inform their business develop-
ment activities.

Usually, strategic level decisions precede practical
operations and define its scope: whether, when, and
how to enter a market, to scale capacity, to provide
funding. Internal and external investment perspect-
ives thus often combine high level of impact with
a rather low level of information, as experience will
often only (further) accumulate once such funda-
mental decisions have been made. Hence, stakehold-
ers often have strong interest in the overall market
development status and prospects, for both primary
(inform their own decision) and secondary (convince
their partners) purposes.

At the present stage, the graphene industry exem-
plifies an emerging materials market: First graphene-
based products have already entered various mar-
kets, but mostly on niche scale so far. Plenty of
small-scale graphene producers exist and strive to
expand their customer base and scale their produc-
tion.Meanwhile,many potential graphene users show
substantial interest in the material and its properties,
but still hesitate with practical engagement due to the
strong uncertainty in themarket.Of course, the trans-
parency of emerging markets is particularly low. Both
interest and expectations may critically depend on
hype cycles. And forecasts on novel markets remain
particularly speculative as they strongly depend on
the decisions on larger market players.

Nevertheless, decision makers strongly desire
reliable market assessments and forecasts. In the
absence of established alternatives, commercial mar-
ket reports appear highly attractive.Hence, numerous
providers populate the lucrative niche to cover emer-
gingmarkets, of course including graphene.However,
no quality assurance mechanisms (similar to peer-
review among scientific publications or formal pat-
ent examination processes) exist for market reports.
Extensive paywall barriers (access charges on the
order of 5000€ for an individual market report are
common) further restrict the transparency for this
source category.

In this context, our Graphene Roadmap Team
assumes a neutral perspective to aggregate, and crit-
ically discuss graphene market forecasts available in
market reports (including both present and historic
issues). Although we have been closely following the
development of GRMand their applications formany
years, we do not hold any particular stake in the

graphenemarket ourselves. We neither participate on
the supply side (producing/selling material), nor on
the demand side (developing/marketing products),
nor do we have any financial interest in the sale of the
intelligence we gather. Our goals include both estab-
lishing a balanced expectation of the graphene mar-
ket development over the coming years and analyzing
potential merits and flaws associated with the market
report category.

3.2. Methodology
Mostmarket report providers advertise their available
reports on their homepage, often including a descrip-
tion of the content and limited preview information.
The latter usually contains a disclosure of key mar-
ket forecasts figures. We systematically searched for
graphenemarket reports (e.g. using theGoogle search
engine) over recent years. In total, we identified 103
English language market reports covering the global
graphenemarket with publication dates ranging from
2013 to 2022 (cut-off: end of 2022). We exclusively
considermarket reports that claim to provide a global
view on the graphenemarket, i.e. we disregard reports
limited to certain geographic regions or companies.
Of course, we have no measure to guarantee that our
search results are exhaustive, but did implement them
systemically and carefully. Hence, we assume having
caught the most relevant market reports, in particu-
lar over themost recent years (since 2020). Obviously,
the utilization of English language goes along with a
certain bias (that we will discuss further below).

From all identified market reports we extrac-
ted the relevant preview information, in particular
quantitative market figures such as revenue estimates
and forecasts or forecasts on the compound annual
growth rate (CAGR). We limited the systematic ana-
lysis of the qualitative content to recording mentions
of company names. Due to their advertising char-
acter, those excerpts will certainly not disclose the
entirety of the market report coverage. However, we
still gather a collective impression of which actors on
the graphene market the study provider regard that
important to advertise their coverage. We comple-
ment this actor analysis with comprehensive publica-
tion and patent analyses down to actor level employ-
ing well-established methodology. Technical imple-
mentation details will be provided in that context.

At a first glance, all market reports unanimously
agree to report rising interest in the industrial uptake
of graphene and, thus, forecast strong and continu-
ous graphene market growth. Of course, these pre-
dictions may include some bias of both intentional
(sell the report) and unintentional (enthusiasm for
the topic) kind. However, the pure existence of the
each market report already represents some indica-
tion of interest (as the providers at least assume their
ability to sell the report). Hence, we can consider
the report publication statistics shown in figure 1
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Figure 1. Number of graphene market reports as a function
of the publication year. The grey line represents an
exponential fit of the historic values as a guide to the eye.

already as an indirect indicator of market interest
development.

Figure 1 plots the number of graphene market
reports over their publication year. The data clearly
shows a substantial increase of the market report
coverage of the graphene field. Note that we started
our meta-market analysis in this field in 2017, and
increased our tracking intensity from 2020 onwards.
We employed internet archives to complement our
data, but may still face a slightly lower identifica-
tion rate of market reports published in 2019 and
before. However, we recognize strongly growing mar-
ket report coverage of the graphene sector, partic-
ularly over most recent years (2020–2022). With a
substantial number of recent data points available,
we recognized sufficient breadth in market reports
that enables us to conduct an in-depth meta-market
analysis. It primarily aims at providing market act-
ors with an initial guidance to navigate the graphene
market landscape based on aggregatedmarket expect-
ations. Meanwhile, our analysis also provides some
insights into potential merits and flaws of market
reports as an information source for market actors.

3.3. Capabilities and limitations
Forecasting of mature markets can usually draw on
yearlong experience in that very field. Often, special-
ized trade associations collect figures and expectation
of the relevant players established in the market sec-
tor or segment in question. This leads to a high degree
of transparency and rather reliable predictions that,
thus, often agree very well between various sources.

In contrast, the market situation for emerging
technologies or materials such as graphene typically
remains quite opaque:

• rather small companies and start-ups are common;
• new players emerge and disappear frequently;

• existing ones grow following unpredictable pat-
terns (strongly dependent on individual customers
and investment rounds of start-ups);

• the overall market volume is still rather small, but
may grow rapidly;

• value chains are rarely established;
• cost levels may still appear prohibitively high;
• scaling and cost-reduction paths may remain
unclear;

• suppliers constantly search for novel application
fields and customers;

• corporate strategies differ (e.g. secrecy vs. massive
publicity);

• regulatory frameworks remain to be established;
• market acceptance may be limited, often governed
by a general reluctance to use novel materials;

• and hype cycle dynamics may create inflated
expectations or disillusionment among
stakeholders.

Market report providers attempt to navigate these
opaque conditions with varying degrees of insight
and dedication. Some may cover a wide variety of
emerging markets with systematic methodology, but
limited depth. Others may just focus selected market
segments for in-depth coverage. All face strict lim-
itations of theirs resources bound to maintain com-
mercially viable operation. Thus, quality and con-
tent of market reports with similar scope may dif-
fer substantially. Still, even the best sources may only
gather partial insights into such highly opaque mar-
kets. Hence, any individual market report can only
paint a limited—and possibly distorted—picture of
the actual market conditions and developments.

The meta-market analysis approach developed by
Fraunhofer ISI rather regards the ensemble of market
reports on an emerging market segment, exemplified
by graphene here. Our meta-analysis systematically
aggregates the overarching conclusions of each avail-
able market report as expressed in their market pre-
dictions (revenue, growth rate, etc; converted by us to
a unified metric where necessary). Thus, it balances
the different viewpoints expressed in individual mar-
ket reports and consolidates an aggregated picture on
the overall market situation including a forecast range
for the most likely market development.

Of course, our results critically depend on both,
the source data available to us and our ability to
express it on a unified metric. We recognize sub-
stantial limitations on this path as the underly-
ing specification market projection typically remain
rather intransparent. For instance, market size usu-
ally refers to the global revenue generation in the
investigated market segment, but figure statements
often lack clear definitions (‘market size of 1 bil-
lion US$’). Simultaneously, similar labels (such as
‘the graphene market’) may not necessarily encom-
pass identical market segment definitions. Market
reportsmay deviate in their accounting of subsequent
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value-addition steps and their consideration of cer-
tain sub-markets, but providers usually do not detail
the utilized specifications. Physical quantities (on
production, capacity, demand) or price figures usu-
ally require further context (that not all market
reports always clearly indicate), particularly in the
case of ‘graphene’. That label usually spans a wide
variety of production methods [10] and product
types (e.g. monolayer graphene, graphene nano-
platelates, GO) with very different properties.

Hence, our meta-market analysis of the graphene
sector cannot resolvemuch detail, but rather provides
a balanced overview of current market expectations.
It clearly indicates a corridor for the most likely mar-
ket development path, identifies extreme expecta-
tions (highly optimistic/pessimistic scenarios), and
provides some insight to the average level of uncer-
tainty in the market. Still, it remains subject to sys-
tematic errors, for instance due to overall market sen-
timent (when all market reports may be influenced by
optimism or pessimism throughout the community),
due to intentional and unintentional biases among
individual providers, or due to market reports also
considering competing reports into account.

4. Graphene market projections

4.1. Graphene market expansion
We analyzed 103 market reports [11–113] on the
global graphene market and aggregated the results
to obtain an overview of the range of predictions
and the average revenue values (figure 2). The global
graphenemarket has been continuously growing over
the last years to reach an average estimated global
annual revenue of 380 million US$ in 2022 (forecast
range between 50million and 1.1 billion US$). This is
still significantly smaller than e.g. the graphitemarket
(22.5 billion US$ in 2022) [114] or the carbon black
market (17 billion US$ in 2021) [115], but consider-
ing the short time since it is discovery for practical use
it is already quite impressive.

Significant market growth over the next years will
lead to a predicted market size of 1.5 billion US$
in 2027 (forecast range between 0.34 and 5.5 billion
US$). Considering that many industries are rather
conservative in using novel materials, this rapid anti-
cipated growth is impressive and reflects the excel-
lent physical properties (mechanical, electrical, etc) of
graphene that can enhance products in various ways.

The analyzed market reports exhibit a large vari-
ation between their forecast figures with more than
a factor of ten between lowest and highest forecast
value. The spectrum between these extreme forecasts
is continuous, when looking at the individual mar-
ket predictions (figure 3). Only one exception of par-
ticularly high forecast values stands out. We attrib-
ute these large variations and this wide range of pre-
dictions to the novelty and immaturity of the market

Figure 2. Predicted global graphene market revenue
between 2015 and 2027, resulting from our meta-analysis.
The true market development is likely to be between the
extreme (min/max) predictions, possibly close to the mean
or median curve.

Figure 3. Data from all 103 analyzed market report
previews [11–113] on the global graphene market between
2010 and 2035 (enlarged diagram with references in the SI,
figure S1). The spectrum between highest and lowest
prediction is continuous, with the exception of one high
estimate outlier. All market reports predict a significant
market growth in their forecast period, indicated by the
slope in the semi-logarithmic plot.

that is still characterized by various small companies
and start-ups and large market dynamics. In such a
novel market it seems difficult to make good predic-
tions, because of the large number of active players,
the little amount of secured information that can be
obtain from them (as compared to large established
companies that often publish relevant information)
and the general uncertainty about the maturity of the
technology.

The semi-logarithmic plot (figure 3) furthermore
indicates the CAGRs as slope in the plot. Although
variations in the absolute numbers of the market size
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Figure 4. Distribution of CAGR forecasts in the analyzed
103 market reports. Most market reports predict a CAGR
between 35% and 45% in their forecast period.

exist, all market reports agree on a significant growth
of the graphene market over their forecast period. To
further analyze the forecasted growth rates, we plot-
ted the CAGR values according to their occurrence in
themarket reports in a histogram (figure 4). Only one
of the analyzedmarket reports expects a CAGR below
15% and only 12% predict a CAGR between 15% and
20%. That means that more than 85% of the mar-
ket reports forecast growth rates of more than 20%,
almost 70%of themarket reports even expect aCAGR
of more than 30%. More than half of the study pro-
viders predict a CAGR between 35% and 45%, and
8% of the studies forecast a CAGR of more than 45%.
In summary, most market reports expect a strong
growth of more than 30% of the graphene market in
the near- to medium-term future. These are enorm-
ous growth rates that require the graphene producers
to scale up their production capacity on average by
35% each year. In order to achieve this growth, new
markets and applications have to be established for
graphene and the current markets have to grow.

4.2. Dynamics in forecastings
The analyzed market reports were published between
2013 and 2022, which allows for the analysis of
forecast trends over time (figure 5). As the market
grew, the revenue figures increased, while the CAGR
remained on a similar level. The individual studies
from the years 2013 to 2015 mostly form clusters
with only few studies predicting deviating figures.
Market reports from 2016 to 2018 cluster already
less and diverge more and more in their predic-
tions. A trend that continues further for the studies
from 2019 to 2020. In the most recent studies from
2021 to 2022 the formation of sub-clusters can be
observed, i.e. clusters of studies that published very
similar predictions diverging significantly from other
forecast figures. This effect could be attributed to

Figure 5. Revenue and CAGR forecasts for the global
graphene market by publishing year of the study (identical
to forecast year).

the increasing overall number on market reports on
the topic (figure 1), to an increasing uncertainty on
how the market develops, or possibly to some market
report providers adopting trends and forecasts from
other reports.

Lookingmore closely at the predicted growth rate
predictions for the graphene market as a function of
the publishing year of the study (SI, figure S2), a trend
towards slowly decreasingmarket growth rates can be
observed. While in 2013 an average CAGR of 43%
was predicted, the forecast figures decreased to 33%
in 2021 and 2022. This deceleration of market growth
is common for growing markets where the revenue
figures increase.

4.3. Graphene price and production volume
developments
For both companies that produce graphene materials
and companies that use graphene in their products,
the price of graphene is more important than the
overall market size. The price of graphene materi-
als, however, is even more difficult to determine and
to forecast, as many different varieties and qualities
are being produced [116] and sold at a wide range
of prices. In order to assess the price developments
of graphene we collected price estimations from dif-
ferent sources [78, 117–119] estimating graphene
prices between 50 and 1000 $ kg−1 (SI, figure S3).
These estimations refer to GNPs and similar top-
down graphene materials (i.e.GO and rGO).

Hence, above estimates do not include EGG such
as high-quality monolayer or epitaxial graphene used
for e.g. microelectronics applications. Such materi-
als usually require bottom up synthesis, typically by
chemical vapor deposition (CVD) processes. Thus,
their costly substantially exceeds powdered forms of
GRM. Requirements differ as well, with emphasis on
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low thickness (often only a singlemonolayer) and low
defect density. Specifications and pricing will rather
base on areal (m2) than gravimetric (kg) unit. Thus,
comparison to powdered forms ofGRMhardlymakes
sense.

Hence, our analysis exclusively focusses GRM
powders, i.e. GNPs, GO and rGO, all of which are
already being produced in the (multi-)ton scale. In
general, the fabrication of rGO requires the highest
number of processing steps, followed by GO and
GNPs, which will influence production costs (along
many other parameters). However, our analyses
below require harsh simplification regarding pricing,
basically reflecting typical levels for average powered
material from high volume production.

Typically, prices decrease during upscaling of pro-
duction (or more precisely with the cumulative pro-
duction) according to the so-called price learning
curve hypothesis [120]. To determine the slope of
the learning curve, i.e. the price reduction rate with
cumulative production, we used forecast figures from
a commercial market study.

In particular, we derive an expected annual price
reduction rate of 12% based on the volume demand
and revenue forecasts for graphene powder/platelet
material of IDTechEx [29]. Combining this with the
wide range of current market price estimations, we
may calculate price scenarios for the coming years
(figure 6). These forecast scenarios, the graphene
prices range from 26 to 680 $ kg−1 in 2022, with
median price of 85 $ kg−1. A price decrease to prices
as low as 12 $ kg−1 in 2028 might happen, which is
along the lines with the estimations of NanoXplore
that graphene prices of 10 $ kg−1 are achievable [118].
The major part of graphene materials will be sold at
higher price, though, according to our scenarios at a
median price of 40 $ kg−1in 2028. It is also possible
that some producers are asking for graphene prices
higher than 680 $ kg−1or lower than 26 $ kg−1.

The actual price development will, of course,
depend on the speed of scale-up of graphene pro-
duction and on corporate pricing schemes. Initially,
new materials are often put on the market to prices
below production costs to attract customers and
gain advantage over competitors. The general trend
of decreasing prices, however, is very clear due to
the upscaling of graphene production from many
graphene producers.

From the price development scenarios and the
revenue forecasts (section 4.1), we calculated the
graphene volume demand (figure 7). We assumed
that currently and in the near future 90% of the rev-
enue can be attributed to top-down graphenemateri-
als that are represented in our price forecast scenarios.
The remaining 10% are attributed to high-quality
monolayer or epitaxial graphene that are typically
used in microelectronics applications. Further, we
used the median graphene price scenario and the

Figure 6. Graphene price development scenarios based on
recent price estimates and the assumption of an annual
price reduction rate of 12%.

Figure 7. Graphene volume demand scenarios, based on the
graphene price development (median scenario, figure 6)
and revenue forecast scenarios (figure 2).

min, max, mean and median scenario of the revenue
forecasts (figure 2).

According to these forecast scenarios (figure 7),
the global graphene demand was in the range of
500–12 000 tons per year (median 2500 t) in
2022. An increase in demand to 9000–170 000 tons
per year in 2028 are forecast, with a median of
30 000 tons.

These numbers aim to give a rough estimation
of the demand development of graphene in the
next years. The actual demand development will,
of course, depend on the performance of graphene
materials in application cases, the actual price devel-
opments, corporate decisions and the thus resulting
market adoption. Fast advances in volume applica-
tions such as composites can strongly influence the
demand.
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5. Market landscape: supply side

The emerging graphene market primarily consists of
dedicated suppliers of various origins with start-up
character that usually focus on growing their cus-
tomer base and scaling their production. Common
backgrounds include university spin-outs that try
to capitalize specific process know-how and graph-
ite miners that seek to add value to their products.
Hence, we begin our analysis of market actors on the
supply side.

5.1. Data frommarket reports
Beyond the forecast figures, market reports often
provide information on companies that they consider
relevant in the context of the topic. In the full text
of good market reports, detailed profiles of various
companies can be found, with background inform-
ation on e.g. the origin of the company (e.g. spin-out
from University), patents, production volumes, type
of graphene, production methods and their focus on
certain applications sectors and many more. Without
having access to all full texts of the market reports, we
had to rely on freely available information.

Many market report providers include inform-
ation on some (or sometimes all) of the companies
that are considered in the studies on their homepages
for advertising purposes and we systematically col-
lected such mentioned company names and adjusted
the slightly different spellings (e.g. addition of com-
pany type in the name). Although in the free preview
of the studies not always all companies considered
in the study are mentioned, generally we assume
that the ones, considered most relevant, are named.
We extracted these mentions of the companies and
analyzed, which companies appear most frequently
(Figure 8). This list not necessarily reflects, which
companies are most important or even leading in
terms of production volumes or revenues in the
graphene field. It merely shows, how often these com-
panies were considered relevant by the market report
providers.

This analysis, as all analyses in this paper, has
the limitation of considering only English language
market reports. Therefore, only companies with pub-
lically available information in English will have a
significant number of mentions, as most market
report providers will not extent their search bey-
ond the English language. Furthermore, the recip-
ient or customer sphere of the market reports will
also focus on the English speaking market regions,
so that some more regional companies, e.g. in Asia,
will certainly be underrepresented. As a result, the top
10 list of company mentions contains only compan-
ies from North America and Europe, with a domin-
ance of the UK and USA. Judging from publication
and patent data (sections 5.4 and 5.5), also strong
commercial activities should be expected in Asia and
especially China, which is reflected heremuch less. An

Figure 8. Companies that are most frequently mentioned
(more than 10 times since 2020) in the analyzed graphene
market reports ordered by their number of recent mentions.

explanation for the lower appearance of Asian com-
panies could be the language barrier of the market
report providers, combined with the immaturity of
the graphene market with many rather small com-
panies that are even harder to detect, when no foreign
language skills exist in that company.

An extended list with all companies mentioned at
least once since 2020 and at least three times in total
can be found in the supporting information (table
S1). It also contains some rather interesting entries
such as ‘Vorbrck Materials’ (SI, table S1). This may
be quickly considered the result of a rather appar-
ent typo when slightly misspelling the renowned
graphene supplier ‘Vorbeck Materials Corp.’ (rank 13
in figure 8). However, while the original company
itself received 23 recent market report mentions, the
suspected typo variant collected 9 recent mentions
as well. Beyond the question whether to aggregate
potential typo variants of a certain company name
under their main label might improve our statistics,
the origin and proliferation of such a very specific, but
yet surprisingly common type deserves some atten-
tion as well (SI, table S2).
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Both common sense and trademark laws largely
rule out the actual existence of ‘Vorbrck’ as an actual
rip-off company, and internet searches mainly point
to the various market reports as primary evidence of
their existence. Our systematic meta-market analysis
and its breakdown for this entity (SI, table S2) shows
its very first appearance in 2016 (in two independ-
ent market reports). And then remained dormant for
several years, until starting to reappear in 2020 with
increased frequency ever since. Of course, we cannot
rule out the fully independent reproduction of the
identical typo by different market report providers,
but its overall frequency rather points to alternate
explanations. In analogy, we also found a total of
seven mentions of ‘Granphenea’ by six independ-
ent market report providers since 2019. Of course,
this name closely resembles ‘Graphenea’ (rank 2 in
figure 8), just deviating by a single, very specific typo
(SI, table S3). Hopefully, the proliferation of these
typos will eventually fade out soon, but they still
maintain a certain presence in most recent (2023)
market reports. In general, we can attribute the effect
as evidence of a certain level of rather uncritical copy-
and-paste practices among some market report pro-
viders, which does not build trust in their methodo-
logy. Of course, more sophisticated providers do exist
and they do produce highly valuable market reports.
However, due the lack of any independent quality
assurance mechanism, the market report category as
an element of grey literaturemaintains a rather flawed
reputation.

Beyond analyzing the frequency of market report
mentions for individual actors, we may also analyze
they ensemble. In particular, we can break down the
national origin each company that was mentioned in
the market report previews (figure 9). As expected
due to the language bias of our analysis (see above), a
large dominance of English-speaking countries, such
as the USA, the UK andCanada is apparent. However,
it remains hard to differentiate between pure lan-
guage bias and actual industrial dominance as influ-
ence factors without considering secondary indicat-
ors. Hence, we attempt to break down other monitor-
ing techniques down to actor level as well (see below),
also to enable some qualified comparison.

5.2. Complementary market data
Other freely available sources of graphene com-
panies exist, such as the SIO Graphene Supplier
list [121], which even provides information on
the production capacities. Comparing the com-
panies on this list with production capacity of
more than ten tons per year (2D fab, 2D Materials,
AVANZARE Innovacion Tecnologica, GrapheneCR,
Nanografi Nanotechnology, Saint Jean Carbon,
Xiamen Knano Graphene Technology, The Sixth
Element (Changzhou)Materials (even>100 t yr−1)),
it seems surprising that these companies with

Figure 9. Countries with the largest number of company
mentions (only companies with at least 3 mentions were
counted) in the analyzed market reports and the
corresponding shares of mentions.

significant production capacities were considered
only by few market report provider, or at least were
not considered to be very important (with the excep-
tion of XiamenKnanoGraphene Technology and The
Sixth Element that are both present in the top20).

The Graphene Council [122] and Graphene Info
[123] also provide public information of graphene
companies. Finally, another source of relevant com-
pany information in the graphene sector is the list of
companies that registered their products under the
European Union REACH regulation [124]. Although
some company names that appear in this list seem
to be service providers rather than graphene pro-
ducers, some background search (e.g. [125] www.
graphene-info.com/new-eu-consortium-launched-
handle-reach-graphene-registrations) will reveal that
Advanced Graphene Products, Avanzare innova-
cion Tecnologica, Directa Plus, Flexegraph, Global
Graphene Group, Talga Advanced Materials, The
Sixth Element (Changzhou) Materials, NanoXplore
and Applied Graphene Materials have registered to
manufacture or import between 10 and 100 tons of
graphene per year and can thus be considered relevant
players.

5.3. Indirect indicators for industrial activity
In contrast to the rather opaque information available
onmarket status and progress, innovation researchers
utilize much better access to the foundational stages
of the innovation process [126]. Scientific discovery
and research usually is well documented by journal
publications that undergo rigorous quality assurance
by peer-review processes. Similarly, development of
novel technology is usually protected by patents that
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Figure 10. Development of graphene-related publications
in peer-review journals over time: total number (black) vs.
those with industrial contributions (yellow).

undergo well-structured quality assurance and pub-
lication processes as well [127]. Typical tasks of both
bibliometric and patent analyses cover the temporal
development of R&D activities and their regional dis-
tribution, as provided by us for the field of graphene
and related materials (GRMs) [126]. Please refer to
figure A1 in the supplemental material for an updated
version including most current data. Here, we spe-
cifically focus on resolving further evidence on indus-
trial activity from such data.

5.4. Industrial publication activity
Among scientific publications on GRM, we can
identify a small percentage of articles with co-
authors having an affiliation with an industrial entity
(figure 10).

In particular, figure 10 shows the total number
of GRM peer-review publications for each publica-
tion year (black bars) as identified via SciSearch (STN
international, by simple key word search) on a log-
arithmic scale. Note that we employ SciSearch here
for its particular strengths for certain tasks, while we
require different databases for different research tasks
(see below). In this case, we attempt to trace author-
ship with industrial affiliations. This requires a sys-
tematic search for common incorporation identifiers
(such as Co., Corp., Inc., GmbH, plc, etc) and careful
correction of common atypical entries (such as pub-
lic research centers incorporated as such legal entit-
ies). As a result, we can separate the number of pub-
lications that include at least one co-author with an
industrial affiliation (figure 10, yellow bars). Our res-
ults show both the general trend of growing publica-
tion numbers in the field and a relatively stable share
of industrial publication on the order of about 4% for
each year. We further utilized this data to identify the
top industrial actors who have been publishing in the
graphene field (figure 11).

Figure 11 lists industrial entities ranked by the
number of co-authored graphene publications found
in the SciSearch database (see above). We show com-
plete results for entities with at least 15 SciSearch

Figure 11. Industrial entities with publication activities in
graphene context ranked by SciSearch entries (only
selective entities shown for less than 15 SciSearch entries).

hits and selective entries with at least 5 SciSearch
hits. Our selection criteria intend to highlight entities
frequently mentioned in market reports studies (see
figure 8; yellowname field) andEuropean actors (blue
flag field).

As an additional indicator, we calculated the
graphene fraction among the overall publication
activity of all relevant entities. However, due to the
different strengths of databases, we need to employ
Web of Science (WoS) to analyze these records (see
below for a discussion of details and discrepancies).
Figure 11 species these results for each entity shown.
In addition, field coloring highlights both remarkably
high (>80%; green) and low (<2%; red) values for
visual guidance.
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We recognize a tendency for such extreme val-
ues determining two basic actor types: large multina-
tional corporations (such as NTT, Intel, Toyota, IBM,
BASF, Samsung, etc) with broad research and pub-
lication activities typically show rather low graphene
intensity on one end of the spectrum. And well-
known players from the emerging graphene industry
(such asGraphenea,Nanoexplore, Sixth Element, etc)
typically with only modest publication numbers that
particularly focus graphene on the other end. Note
that companies frequentlymentioned inmarket stud-
ies so far usually fall in the latter category.

Regarding the activities of larger entities, the stat-
istics shown in figure 11 alone may not distinguish
between dedicated graphene research efforts or coin-
cidental character of the underlying records. The
sheer breadth of research activities within a multina-
tional corporation would likely dilute down the pub-
lication numbers related to any dedicated graphene
research program within such an enormous organ-
ization. However, graphene utilization may also only
constitute a plausible material option (among other
micro- and nano-carbons) in diverse application con-
texts. Prominent mentions of such options may likely
trigger an inclusion in key word search results in pub-
lication databases as well. A proper resolution of these
effects will require either advanced bibliometric stud-
ies, in-depth content analysis of the underlying pub-
lications, or ideally a combination of both.

Prior to more sophisticated bibliometric analysis
of the results, also our general approach may deserve
some further attention as it already pushes the bound-
aries of common publication databases. First of all,
the straight-forward identification of industrial affil-
iations is typically not supported by literature data-
bases. Our approach discussed above leads to fairly
decent results, but still containing substantial flaws.
It requires substantial experience and manual data
cleaning (i.e. removal of false hits), while also a signi-
ficant miss ratio (e.g. through absent or not included
corporation acronyms) appears likely. Meanwhile,
also the utilized database collections may not only
influence the scale, but also the order of the res-
ults. For instance, the WoS representation1 utilized
here obviously produces more extensive search res-
ults for ‘graphene’. In principle, these deviations are
consistent with the underlying database structures.
SciSearch represents the core collection of the Science
Citation Index, which also constitutes the foundation
of WoS, but expanded versions exist. For instance,
SciSearch claimed to cover 78% of the extended WoS
version in 2021. However, deviations for individual
entities shown in figure 11 fluctuate between identical
and nearly identical hit numbers (many cases), mod-
erate increases (∼50%; many cases as well), and

1 Note that Web of Science search results depend on the license
environment, as institutions may subscribe to various extent of the
underlying literature database.

stark amplifications (by multiples; only few cases).
The effect probably relates to institutional publica-
tion preferences (e.g. journal articles vs. conference
proceedings) and their inclusion in either database.
Finally, affiliation search terms appear to lack uni-
fication throughout databases, leading to the entries
of each company potentially being split between sev-
eral search terms, compromising the significance of
an unadjusted ranking either way. Of course, it may
make sense to distinguish between subsidies of lar-
ger multinationals (e.g. IBM appearing on ranks 5,
17, and 52 with distinct legal entities), but multiple
entries for the exact legal entity frequently occur.
One prominent example is Graphenea appearing on
ranks 6 and 130 with and without their corporation
acronym. Publications under each entry do not inter-
sect. Close inspection of full text articles did not res-
ult any trace of author influence (identical spelling of
affiliation and address on full text publication records
from both groups). Hence, we consider that internal
database protocols (e.g. when merging partial record
collections) carry responsibility.

In conclusion, our results shown in figure 11 cer-
tainly highlight some industrial entities with substan-
tial scientific publication activity in the graphene sec-
tor, but inclusion and order of actors remain some-
what arbitrary (in particular due to split records).
Nevertheless, we recognize many players that also
market reports frequently mention, but not neces-
sarily in the same order. Moreover, publication ana-
lysis also reveals further actors with a profile similar
to known graphene producers (smaller overall pub-
lication footprint, but a high fraction of those on
graphene). Most graphene suppliers currently fall in
that category, in turn that profile likely identifies fur-
ther graphene suppliers. Comparing that group (>5
SciSearch hits, >80% graphene fraction; highlighted
green in figure 11) with players frequently mentioned
in market reports (figure 8), we recognize a much
higher diversity of national origin. Of course, sci-
entific publication activity does not represent a good
measure of market relevance (in particular, as play-
ers may deliberately decide to not engage), but our
approach constitutes a valuable complement to over-
come that apparent language bias of market reports
(for players active in English speaking regions).

5.5. Global patenting activity
In contrast to general scientific discovery discussed in
peer-review publications, the development of novel
technology and protection of the resulting intel-
lectual property constitutes a key activity among
many industrial entities. Structured processes for
patent submission and examination primarily exist
on national level. Despite strong similarities, both
the required effort and the incentives to engage
in patenting may strongly vary between countries.
However, a single patent may well be expanded to
protection in various jurisdictions, giving rise to
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Figure 12.World map resolving transnational patenting activity for the overall graphene field by national origin of inventors.

patent families consisting of numerous national pat-
ent records with analogous technical coverage. Of
course, cost and effort scale with the number of mar-
kets to be covered, which strongly discourages sec-
ondary patenting motivations (prestige, career build-
ing, research funding etc) other than commercial
exploitation through technical application.

Good practice in patent analysis requires the con-
sideration of (only) transnational patents (that cover
several national markets). Here, only patent famil-
ies are considered with applications at the European
Patent Office or PCT applications at the World
Intellectual Property Organisation, as these applica-
tions aim at several foreignmarkets and hence involve
high application costs. The searches for transna-
tional patents have proved to provide rational coun-
try comparisons in terms of technical performance.
The searches are performed in the database World
Patents Index, as this database is organized in pat-
ent families and is very effective in keyword searches.
This is due to the fact that all documents have special
technology-oriented titles and abstracts provided by
technical experts.

Figure 12 provides an overview of the global dis-
tribution of transnational intellectual property gen-
eration in the graphene field based on the nation-
ality of inventors for patent families with prior-
ity dates from 2000 to 2020. Note that the simple
keyword search (for ‘graphene’ in patent titles and/or
abstracts) should identify graphene related patent
records in the broadest conceivable way, but does
not consider the specificity of their practical content.
It ranges from practical procedures to generate cer-
tain types of graphene and applications relying on
very specific graphene properties to the general util-
ization of carbon particles among which graphene
may just be named as one example among multiple
others.

A thorough resolution of graphene specificity
among this pool of patents would require the
inspection of the full text patent records by experts
capable of resolving the technical core of each single
potentially masked by the legal nature of those doc-
uments. In particular, applicants usually try to max-
imize the breadth of their claims by their least specific
and inclusive formulation, often deliberately at the
expense of clarity and transparency. Hence, we con-
sider the search above as a superset of all potentially
relevant transnational patents related to graphene,
among which we conduct further analyses. These res-
ults show no major indications for regional biases in
the specificity or focus of those patents (see below), so
that we consider relative intensity of the graphene IP
generation as depicted in figure 12 fairly representat-
ive. We recognize the USA and China as the two most
active inventor nations in this field in absolute terms.

Many European countries (such as Germany,
France, Great Britain, etc) show substantial activ-
ity as well. Combined, the EU-27 countries as a
global entity with comparable economic weight ranks
roughly at par with the USA and China in graphene
IP generation (also compare figure 17).

5.6. Industrial patenting activity
In this chapter, we strive for the resolution of indus-
trial activity, particularly considering the supply side.
Depending on their origin, typical graphene suppli-
ers may be centered on an attractive process routes or
access to suitable feedstock for graphene production.
In either case, successful suppliers will likely develop
and protect process IP for the isolation or synthesis of
graphene, which are covered by highly specific patent
classes within the ‘nanosized carbonmaterials’ (C01B
32/15) category of the IPC scheme.

In particular, we consider the IPC codes from
C01B 32/182 to C01B 32/198 where the preparation
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of graphene by different techniques is listed. Typical
examples include classifications for exfoliation and
post-treatment, CVD and epitaxial growth. Of
course, these codes only cover a limited part of
all graphene-related patent applications, while the
majority of graphene patents are mostly classified
towards specific application areas such as batteries,
microelectronics or plastics (see below). Of course,
this restriction substantially reduces the absolute
number of patents identified through the restric-
ted search compared to figure 12, but the relat-
ive global distribution of the IP over nationality of
inventors remains largely comparable (Please refer to
figure S2 in the supplemental material to compare
visualizations.).

Beyond national origin, we utilize the process IP
portfolio as characterized above to identify key act-
ors in the field based on the applicant data filed with
each patent. Inventors may file patent applications
themselves (in private interest, as a natural person),
but usually commercial and other legal entities will
assume this role. We recognize strong legal and fin-
ancial drivers: First of all, employers usually claim
rights to their employee’s invention in case result-
ing from work activities. Meanwhile, both the pat-
enting process itself and the commercial exploitation
of the protected IP usually requires substantial finan-
cial resources, which strongly incentivizes the utiliz-
ation of legal entities (perhaps even founded for that
specific purpose).

Given the low maturity of the graphene sup-
ply industry, universities and other research organ-
izations hold a substantial share of graphene sup-
ply related patents. Also, the extensive IP portfolios
of large multi-national companies may coincident-
ally contain some patents classified in the categor-
ies described above. Meanwhile, emerging graphene
suppliers may command only few, but crucial pat-
ents. Hence, we abstain from simply ranking applic-
ants by the number of relevant patents. Instead, we
rather attempt to prescind our empirical experience
in a systematic calculation of a specialist score. Its
design intends to balance the following factors regard-
ing their IP portfolio:

• ns: number of patents specifically classified among
the graphene supply categories (as described
above)

• ng: number of graphene-related patents (including
ns: simple key word search as used for figure 12)

• na: number of all patents filed by the entity.

The basic idea and only function of our fully empir-
ical specialist score is to deliberately highlight small
industrial actors with only few, but often highly
relevant patents. A profile that matches well with
start-ups, university spin-outs, and other emerging
graphene suppliers common on the market today. In

contrast, we seek to discount both singular applic-
ants (often private persons) and larger entities with
muchwider IP portfolios that contain some graphene
patents, but usually are currently not actively enga-
ging in the commercialization of that specific tech-
nology. The latter group particularly includes univer-
sities and other research institutions that may engage
in graphene research, but usually follow no specific
exploitation strategy other than licensing. Also, large
multi-national corporations in technology intense
business fields usually gather extensive IP portfolios
where graphene utilization options may at least be
covered in a certain fraction.

In several iterations, in which we benchmarked
calculation concepts with our empirical knowledge
of the field. Eventually, we settled for combining two
concepts:

• We consider graphene application patents as par-
tially relevant, thus define an indicator for rel-
evant patents as: nr = ns +

1
f · (ng − ns) where our

choice of the factor f = 4 clearly emphasizes genu-
ine graphene supply patents.

• We assign applicants with a relevancy ratio that
relates their relevant patents to their entire patent
portfolio: rr =

nr
na+b , where the deliberate choice of

the bias value of b= 3 intends to quench the influ-
ence of very small patent portfolios.

• Now, we can assign any given applicant with our
empirical specialist score (vs) when evaluating their
relevant patents (nr) with the square of their relev-
ancy ratio (rr).

• In total, we obtain: vs = nr · rr2 = nr · ( nr
na+b )

2.

Here, squaring rr strengthens the influence of our
deliberate biases that discriminates against both lar-
ger, yet less specific IP portfolios (particularly affected
by their high na) and really small ones (particularly
affected by b= 3). Note that slight adjustments of the
constants b and f as well as the exponent may prove
useful in other contexts. However, we found that our
choices worked reasonably well for both our immedi-
ate purpose (of highlighting companies that special-
ize in graphene production) and the translation of the
concept to certain graphene applications (see below).

In summary, we like to stress that the resulting
value of the specialist score vs conveys no particu-
lar meaning. It just serves as an arbitrary measure
to rank and, thus, highlight certain patent applicants
amongst numerous others following our criteria spe-
cified above. The development of the empirical indic-
ated based on testing its ability to highlight small-
scale graphene suppliers already known to us. Hence,
it shall also identify further entities with a similar pro-
file. A high position in the ranking of patent applic-
ants according to their specialist score simply sug-
gests a high probability of the respective entity to be a
graphene supplier.
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Figure 13. Specialist scores of transnational graphene
production IP applicants: top-10 ranks in global (bold font)
and European (blue highlight) comparison, complemented
by top-8 in absolute terms (green highlight). Yellow
highlights indicate entries renowned from market reports.

Still, the achieved rank at best constitutes a weak
measure of the relative strength of an entity’s IP
portfolio (only based on numbers, not on content)
and certainly does not measure their absolute posi-
tion in the market. In particular, legitimate execut-
ive decisions may prevent inclusion of an important
graphene supplier at all, in case they chose to

• protect their IP as trade secrets (instead of
patenting),

• license IP from third parties (e.g. the university they
spun out of),

• file their patents only in their domestic (or any
other single national) market, or

• operate with standard processes (without devel-
oping specific IP, seeking competitive advantage
through other measures).

Thus, the results shown in figure 13 highlight likely
graphene suppliers, but a substantial share of relevant
graphene suppliers will probably never be listed there.
They only constitute a complementary perspective
among several others thatmay jointly produce amore
complete picture.

In detail, figure 13 lists a selection of applic-
ants that filed transnational patents in the graphene

production category ranked according to our empir-
ically deduced specialist score. The table combines
several selection criteria, showing all entities among
the top-10 both in global (bold font) and in European
(blue highlight) comparison as well as the top-8 entit-
ies with regard to the absolute number of graphene
patent applications (green highlight) as reference.
The latter group illustrates the motivation to estab-
lish the specialist score, as it exemplifies applicants
that largely dominate conventional patent statistics in
this field. Among these eight, we recognize four uni-
versities (such asMIT, UCal) and three large corpora-
tions (such as Samsung, LG Chem), but only a single
graphene supplier (Nanotek) due to its outstanding
IP portfolio. Other emerging suppliers pale in that
comparison.

In contrast, the ranking according our special-
ist score as shown in figure 13 highlights emerging
graphene suppliers that filed relevant IP. Well-known
players frequently mentioned in market reports
already claim six out of the top-10 ranks. Also
the entirety of the remainder consists of companies
dedicated to graphene commercialization. Notably,
European players claim a substantial share of the top
positions: Four among global top-10, while the tenth
best ranked European still claims rank 27 in a global
comparison.

Generally speaking, the specialist score concept
largely fulfills its intended purpose of highlighting
probable industrial specialists for an emerging tech-
nology. Of course, non-industrial parties may show
up as well in case they carry a similar IP profile. For
instance, ranks 21 and 22 in figure 13 are claimed
by smaller scale research institutes with a rather nar-
row activity profile. In contrast, larger entities with
a highly diversified IP portfolio receive much lower
ranks. Of course, such entities may eventually pur-
sue an active business strategy in the field as well, but
in most cases we can assume a high probability of a
rather passive stance at present. In general, universit-
ies and research organization rather target licensing
income and/or spin out strategies instead of actively
marketing products. Large technology conglomerates
usually acquired broad, comprehensive IP portfolios
mainly to secure their freedom to operate for future
technology generations.

Of course, no single approach can provide the
full picture by itself, we rather advocate for combin-
ing several perspectives. With regard to patent-based
actor analysis, we recognize a particular strength of
our novel specialist score approach over conventional
ranking (based on the absolute number of relevant
patents) when considering emerging fields of tech-
nology. We may add a third perspective (figure 14)
that requires the identification of the industrial sec-
tor or domain the emerging technology attempts to
enter. For graphene suppliers, we may assume that
many entities aspire to become a relevant actor of
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Figure 14. Frequent patent applicants in the carbon
materials category (top-10 on global and European scale)
and their relevant graphene IP. Top-5 regarding their
graphene intensity included as well. Refer to the main text
for a discussion of obvious database discrepancies.

the general micro- and nano-carbon supply industry.
Material classes such as carbon black or activated car-
bon already enjoymass utilization as additives in vari-
ous contexts (such as the polymer industry, battery
electrodes, concrete, etc). Hence, we may attempt to
analyze that carbon supply industry based on their
relevant transnational IP activity (figure 14).

In particular, figure 14 shows both the global
and the European top-10 applicants for carbon sup-
ply IP. We immediately recognize a dominance of
Japanese companies in this sector, who claim 7 posi-
tions among the global top-10. LG Chem fromKorea,
however, claims an unrivalled at top rank. The top-
10 European actors appear scattered within the global
ranking, but two actually occur among the global
leaders. In general, public research centers such as
CEA (rank 5) and AIST (rank 7) appear frequently
between industrial entries.

We calculate an indicative graphene fraction
among the relevant IP of each entity. Here, we seek
to combine the strength of two databases (WPI
and PatStat), but need accept dealing with not fully
commensurate data in turn. WPI actively main-
tains and augments its database in many way, res-
ulting in a substantial improvement in the iden-
tification of relevant patent records (∼30% more
hits in average). However, PatStat provides better
access to actual patent records and their meta-data,
also enabling systematic large scale searches (e.g. to

quantify an entities IP portfolio). In this dilemma,
we prioritized the quality of core data (i.e. best pos-
sible identification of graphene related transnational
patent families) over fully consistent of an auxil-
iary indicator. Hence, we have to suspect slightly
inflated values for all indicative graphene fractions
(as shown in (figures 14, 19, 21, and 23)) of about
30% in average—andway beyond in special cases. For
instance, PatStat does only show those patents records
originally filed by Nanotek Instruments, while using
WPI all records associated with related subsidies
appear under the same label. The calculated values,
thus, only represents some indication for the relev-
ance of graphene within any given entity.

Taking the limitations of the indicative graphene
fractions shown in figure 14 into account, we still
recognize that many established carbon materials
producers already carry a substantial amount of
relevant graphene production IP in their portfo-
lio (∼20%). Actually, only few among the leading
carbon suppliers show much lower values (∼5%).
Extreme values exist, but rather point to relevant
universities (Manchester, Rutgers) than to operative
graphene suppliers. However, the typical magnitude
of carbon supply IP among established players (∼50
transnational patents) does not fully outclass emer-
ging graphene suppliers, which may eventually estab-
lish themselves in the broader regime of the carbon
material industry.

In essence, this section establishes a comprehens-
ive approach for actor analysis based on public avail-
able structured data for the emerging graphene sup-
ply industry. In its infancy, actors often combine
materials and application development.Hence, we try
to apply relevant parts of the approach to analyze
the graphene utilization actor landscape in a similar
fashion.

6. Market landscape: utilization side

So far, the emergence and development of graphene
as an advanced material for diverse applications is
largely driven by the materials supply side [5]. The
plethora of conceivable utilization options, their spe-
cific benefits in each proposed application fields, and
the complexity of the potentially arising value chains
is in the center of our graphene roadmap work [126].
However, in the present Roadmap Brief, we spe-
cifically regard broader generalization that we can
derive from market reports by our meta-market ana-
lysis approach and further evaluate in the light of
complementary data.

Of course, individual market reports will provide
much more details and insights for specific applic-
ations and actors, but we pay specific attention to
aspects that enable at least a certain level of compar-
ability across multiple sources. Many market reports
do not only specify and predict figures for the overall
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graphene market, but also distinguish certain seg-
ments. In particular, the segments of graphene com-
posites, graphene electronics, and graphene batter-
ies appear most frequently. Note that the nature
and breadth of the above fields largely differs. Also,
the market report providers may apply non-coherent
definitions to differentiate those market segments,
which could potentially further add to the scatter
between market predictions. However, a certain con-
sensus on highlighting these application areas (com-
pared to other not or less frequently considered)
indicate substantial commercial interest in these fields
as providers particularly seek to sell their market
reports to interested industrial customers.

We collected market report preview informa-
tion on these three graphene sub-markets (graphene
composites [128–156], graphene electronics [157–
185], and graphene batteries [186–218]) and
compared them to the overall graphene market
(figure 15). The estimations for the current market
revenue (approx. 100 million US$ in 2022) and the
expected growth (CAGR between 20% and 30%) for
the graphene battery market are rather consentan-
eous. This is not the case for the graphene electronics
market, where the predictions for revenue values
reach from below 100 million US$ to more than 1
billion $ and for growth rates reach from below 20%
to almost 40%. Interestingly some revenue estim-
ations exceed those of the overall graphene market,
which could partially be explained with the definition
of the electronics market (some market report pro-
viders include the battery market into the electronics
market, others not). Even more drastic are the vari-
ations in the graphene compositemarket estimations,
reaching from revenue values of below 20million $ to
almost 12 billion $ in 2022 and growth rates between
3.5% and 40%. Obviously, the market report pro-
viders were considering very different aspects and
products (e.g. from only the graphene material costs
to the product values achieved with graphene com-
posite products). It is hence very difficult to gain very
meaningful insights out of this analysis, other than
that these segments are apparently quite important
markets for the graphene industry.

Beyond overall graphene market segment volume
and growth predictions, publicly available portions of
market reports rarely specify the most relevant act-
ors for each application field. Across the board, our
3I into prospective value chains [126] clearly indic-
ate that at present graphene suppliers often still drive
application development, usually in close collabor-
ation with selected prospective customers [5]. This
practice certainly also constitutes a mitigation meas-
ure to overcome the hesitance among most down-
stream players on the market who largely remain
in an observant posture. Of course, some market
reports may provide useful intelligence for either of
the above market segment. In contrast, we rely on

Figure 15. Revenue and CAGR figures of various market
reports for the global graphene market (market reports
from 2021/22) and its submarkets graphene composites,
graphene electronics and graphene batteries.

complementary analyses to provide a comprehensive
of the current market landscape in these three applic-
ation fields.

We begin with a global overview comparing these
graphene utilization fields on the basis of transna-
tional patenting statistics (a) to each other, (b) their
development over time, and (c) their regional dis-
tribution (section 6.1). We further analyze each sec-
tor to resolve present and potentially relevant actors
in each field of graphene utilization (sections 6.2–
6.4). Typically for emerging niche technologies, pub-
lic research institutions still largely dominate the
respective IP landscapes, while the incumbent play-
ers on the general market for each application field
often maintain a passive, possibly rather observant
posture (see above).Hence, we follow a dual approach
to map the industrial landscapes. First we employ
our ranking strategy (as described in section 5.6)
to highlight emerging industrial actors dedicated
to graphene utilization among transnational patent
applicants. Then, we also employ patent statistics over
the entirety of each application field (i.e. without con-
sidering graphene utilization) to resolvemajor indus-
trial players—and analyze inwhat extent their present
IP portfolio already considers graphene utilization
today.

6.1. Global comparison of application sectors
In analogy to section 5.3, we utilize transnational pat-
enting as a strong indicator for commercial exploita-
tion intent. Among the pool of general graphene pat-
ent applications as shown in figure 12 above (iden-
tified by a WPI-based key word search), we rely on
the IPC classification scheme to identify those records
specifically relevant for certain application areas. In
particular, we consider graphene use in electronics,
batteries, and plastic composites, roughly in line with
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Figure 16. Development of transnational patenting activity
in graphene electronics (green), composites (yellow), and
battery (blue) applications and in the material supply field
(orange) over time.

Figure 17. Global distribution of transnational patenting
activity for electronics (green), composites (yellow), and
battery (blue) applications and material supply (orange)
over regional/national origin of inventors.

major application areas specified in multiple market
reports (as shown in figure 15). Beyond our superset
definition by keyword (see above), we defined subsets
relevant for each application context by:

• IPC-code H01L as the core classification for semi-
conductor devices for the electronics field;

• IPC-code H01M in combination with keyword
‘batteries’ or ‘battery’ (to distinguish from fuel cell
patents assigned to the same subclass) for the bat-
tery field; and

• IPC-codes B29C or C08 for (plastic) compos-
ites, where B29C comprises of shaping or join-
ing of plastics, while C08 comprises of organic
macromolecular compounds, i.e. different types of
polymers.

Of course, these subfield definitions maybe debat-
able at detail level, but sufficiently recognize the vast
majority of relevant transnational patent records in
either field. At first, we analyze the temporal develop-
ment (figure 16) and regional distribution (figure 17)
of the application-specific graphene IP in all three
application fields as well as for graphene production
as defined above.

Figure 16 depicts the distribution of the graphene
IP pool segments assigned to each of the application

fields as defined above, along with the material sup-
ply category (as described in section 5.3), over the
first priority years assigned to either application. We
recognize that substantial patenting activity did not
start before 2008, just a couple of years after the
first practical isolation of graphene (in 2004) and
well before its recognition with the Nobel Prize (in
2010). All curves roughly resemble a similar shape
consisting of minor onsets (prior to 2007), followed
by a rather steep growth in yearly numbers, which
eventually transitions into slower expansion of pat-
enting activity thereafter. In detail, we recognize a
few significant differences though: at first, graphene
applications in electronics (green line) and compos-
ites (yellow line) led the IP statistics in nearly lin-
ear ramp from 2007 through 2011 to almost 200
transnational patent applications. While the yearly
count for graphene electronics fluctuates around this
level ever since, graphene composites continued to
grow to a level of about 300 records per year today.
In contrast, IP generation related to the very sup-
ply of graphene (a key requisite for any industrial
utilization) follow a more restrained ramp-up tra-
jectory. Still in 2011 less than 50 transnational pat-
ents were filed in this category, but the expansion
rather occurred in an exponential fashion and already
reached over 250 in 2016. Finally, the battery sector
represents a way more specific field with a much nar-
rower definition. The entire battery field experienced
unprecedented growth as key factor in e-mobility
context. Meanwhile, graphene receives at least some
attention as a possible additive for upcoming battery
anode generations. Hence, we recognize substantial
transnational patenting activity in this rather narrow
field. At a rate of about 200 applications in recent
years, graphene battery IP reaches a similar level as the
much broader electronics and composites categories,
providing some justification for the specific attention
to graphene batteries in market reports.

Figure 17 compares the regional distribution of IP
creation based on the national origin of the inventors
for all four categories described above. We recognize
that the three world regions of North America, East
Asia, and Europe largely dominate global graphene
IP generation at nearly comparable shares so far.
Basically, the situation in every application field as
displayed in partly aggregated fashion in figure 17
resembles the overall global graphene IP distribu-
tion as resolved in figure 12. Of course, we recog-
nize some regional trends, such as a specific focus on
graphene utilization in batteries in East Asia consist-
ent with their current industrial leadership in over-
all battery technology. The sectoral distribution of
IP creation in the US and Europe roughly repres-
ents the global distribution (with highest numbers
accumulated in the composites sector). The relat-
ive strength of the rest of the world with regard
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to graphene supply mainly traces back to Canadian
and Australian contributions. The two countries fea-
ture a traditional focus on the mining sector, where
graphene production essentiallymay be considered as
possible value-addition through betterment of graph-
ite feedstock.

Please refer to figures S4–S7 in the supplemental
material for a full resolution of the national IP dis-
tribution in either category in analogy to figure 12.
In the following, we present patent-data-based actor
analyses for each of the major graphene application
sectors as described above.

6.2. Graphene electronics
Among the three main graphene application sectors
we can distinguish based on market reports, the elec-
tronics industry stands-out for its distinction in high-
value. Here, a single layer of graphene (and other
materials) and its particular qualitymay be critical for
the function of an entire device. Thus, entirely differ-
ent KPIs may apply to both quality (electron mobil-
ity vs. average flake dimensions) and quantity (area in
cm2 vs.mass in kg) of EGG as primarily used for high-
end micro-integration. Of course, bulk applications
of graphene exist in the electronics sector, too (e.g.
heat spreaders, switches, etc). First, we try to identify
probable niche players that specialize on graphene
utilization in the electronics sector applying the spe-
cialist score concept introduced above (figure 18).

Actually, figure 18 shows numerous interesting
entities, including some graphene suppliers specializ-
ing in the provision of EGG such as Graphene Square
(rank 5) and Graphenea (rank 14). Several com-
panies strive for the commercialization of graphene-
based electronics in substantial breadth (such as
Paragraf, rank 1) or in more specific contexts (such as
SHT, rank 8, thermal management; Emberion; rank
5; image sensors). Also some lesser known entities
show up on high ranks and, thus, can be prioritized
for further consideration when analyzing graphene
electronics in depth. Of course, also some smaller-
scale but well focused research organizations (such
as AMO) made the list as will for their similar IP
portfolio.

The five reference cases in figure 18 (who lead
conventional graphene electronics patent rankings
for absolute number of relevant applications) show
similar profiles as discussed above. In particular,
they include somemicroelectronics giants (Samsung,
Intel) that at least already secure a substantial
foothold in graphene electronics to secure their free-
dom to operate in the future. (And might be inter-
ested to keep a rather stealthy profile whenever start-
ing an active engagement in graphene scaling.) Also a
renowned research actor in the field (MIT)made that
list with numerous patents in this sector, while Nokia
Tech also represents the foundation of as successful

Figure 18. Specialist scores of transnational graphene
electronics IP applicants: top-10 ranks in global (bold font)
and European (blue highlight) comparison, complemented
by top-5 in absolute terms (green highlight). Yellow
highlights indicate entries renowned from market reports.

spin-out (Emberion) now recognized as a specialist in
the graphene electronics integration field. It can be of
interest to compare the role of the above actors with
leading IP applicants in the overall electronics sector
figure 19 and determine their relative emphasis put
on graphene technology.

Figure 19 compares the magnitude of the gen-
eral electronics IP of established applicants (global
and European top-10) with their specific filings for
graphene electronics. Of course, it includes some ref-
erence cases (such as Intel, rank 6; Samsung, rank
9) shown in figure 18, at least for those cases where
their IP portfolio in centered on the electronics sec-
tor. However, for all top actors, the ratio of elec-
tronics patents that relate to graphene almost negli-
gible, often below 1%. In this regard, Samsung almost
stands out by reaching about 3%, which still consti-
tute only a tiny fraction of their patent portfolio. Note
that we derive this indicative fraction from not fully
compatible data bases (see above). Figure 19 includes
8 entities with highest values in this regard for refer-
ence, confirming the hurdle to easily recognize poten-
tial specialists in conventional patent statistics.

6.3. Graphene composites
We conducted an analogue analysis for graphene
(polymer) composites as defined by our search
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Figure 19. Frequent patent applicants in the electronics
sector (top-10 on both global and European scale) and their
relevant graphene IP. Top-8 regarding their graphene
intensity included as well (see above regarding database
discrepancies).

strategy discussed above. In this context, GRMs will
usually serve as a functional additive. The typical
application scenario is replacing some incumbent
additive with a lower degree of effectivity or more
undesirable side effects (e.g. toxicity). Of course,
the advanced performance of graphene eventually
promise to unlock applications simply inconceivable
before. Figure 20 shows probable niche players in this
field.

Actually, figure 20 shows that half of the global
top-10 specialist scores in the graphene composites
field went to fairly established graphene suppliers well
known in market reports. Companies with a similar
businessmodel also dominate the top European entit-
ies, but with a lower recognition rate among market
reports. Again, a few public research entities (such
as Alfaisal University, rank 9) may show comparable
IP portfolios. However, larger entities with a broader
scope (such as UC or BASF) may hold substantial
numbers of relevant graphene patents that still pale in
relation to their entire portfolio. We benchmark that
observationwith top applicants of general composites
patents (figure 21).

In particular, figure 21 compares the magnitude
of the general composites IP of global and European

Figure 20. Specialist scores of transnational graphene
composites IP applicants: top-10 ranks in global (bold font)
and European (blue highlight) comparison, complemented
by top-5 in absolute terms (green highlight). Yellow
highlights indicate entries renowned from market reports.

top-10 applicants with their graphene composites
patents. Again, the list includes some of the earlier
reference cases (such as BASF, rank 1; Sabic, rank 9)
fromabove. Among the entire top groups, the indicat-
ive graphene fraction ranges well-below the 1%mark
and often reflects only few individual patents. In con-
trast, the reference group (with the highest ratio)
only reaches ranks beyond the 500 mark in conven-
tional patent statistics, even though it contains several
graphene suppliers well-known for their activities in
the composite sector.

6.4. Graphene batteries
Finally, we apply the analogue logic to the graphene
battery field. In contrast to the above, this represents
a much narrower application range, which still draws
substantial economic and scientific attention due to
its relevance for e-mobility and beyond. Graphene
may primarily serve as an additive to electrodemater-
ials in this sector, but many other utilizations also
appear relevant (e.g. heat dissipation, sensors, etc).
We begin with a look on probable niche players
(figure 22).

Figure 22 shows the global top-11 group (due to
a split rank) regarding specialist scores for graphene
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Figure 21. Frequent patent applicants in the (polymer)
composites sector (top-10 on both global and European
scale) and their relevant graphene IP. Top-6 regarding their
graphene intensity included as well (see above regarding
database discrepancy).

batteries. It includes three renowned graphene sup-
pliers (with frequent mentions in market reports).
Most other entries seem to aspire to a very similar
business model as well (with more or less focus on
battery applications), many of the headquartered in
East Asia. The absence of European actors in the top-
10 further extents to lower ranks, with first European
entry only occurring at rank 26. In addition, the top-
10 placed European actors include roughly a third
of public research entities. However, we also recog-
nize some renowned specialists such as Varta (for
microbatteries) and Imerys (for electrode additives)
that claim some graphene battery IP.

The results in figure 22 somewhat reflects
the high degree of concentration of the vibrant
battery business in East Asia, but also the lat-
ent implied bias of market reports against act-
ors from the regions (see above). A look at the
top general battery IP applicants and their relat-
ive graphene intensity (figure 23) augments the
picture.

In particular, figure 23 show both global and
European top-10 of applicants for general battery IP,
which partially paints a different picture. Of course,
it also confirms the dominance of Asian players that

Figure 22. Specialist scores of transnational graphene
battery IP applicants: top-10 ranks in global (bold font) and
European (blue highlight) comparison, complemented by
top-5 in absolute terms (green highlight). Yellow highlights
indicate entries renowned from market reports.

claim nearly all top-10 positions. But it also includes
one remarkable European entry (Bosch, rank 5),
while many others follow rather close behind. Europe
currently largely lacks global battery IP leaders, but
already excels in the second tier (∼100 relevant pat-
ents) with highly frequent entries starting around
rank 20.

The indicative graphene fraction among global
battery IP leaders shown in figure 23 ranges at a neg-
ligible level (∼1%) for most entries. In this com-
parison, CATL already stands out for almost 6% of
their battery IP involving graphene. Only due to
the much narrower definition of the battery sec-
tor (compared to the broader categories shown in
figures 19 and 21 above), dedicated specialists (with
small, but dedicated graphene battery IP portfo-
lios) show up at nominally more favorable ranks
(∼200 instead of ∼500) in conventional patent
statistics.
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Figure 23. Frequent patent applicants in the battery field
(top-10 on both global and European scale) and their
relevant graphene IP. Top-5 regarding their graphene
intensity included as well (see above regarding database
discrepancies).

7. Conclusions

7.1. Graphene market
Our analyses confirm the still emerging character of
the graphene market. The consensus estimate of the
current global market volume indicates an annual
revenue of $380 million for 2022. The relatively
small size, however, goes along with strong growth
in upcoming years with forecasted growth rates ran-
ging between 20% and 50% per annum. In con-
trast to early prediction during the initial hype phase,
graphene cannot immediately convert all its initial
promises to overwhelming market success. The diffu-
sion of this novel class of two-dimensional materials
takes time. Early actors continue to face severe chal-
lenges, but also steadily achieve substantial progress
overcoming hurdles one after the other.

Our previous analyses [5, 126] evidence the sever-
ity of direct and indirect production scaling chal-
lenges to the emerging graphene supply industry and
the graphene sector in its entirety. In the past, aspiring
early adopters in various industries often faced crit-
ical setbacks in their graphene application develop-
ment programs related to both quality and quantity of
their material supply streams. Early commercial sup-
pliers mainly comprised of university spin-offs and
similar start-ups that lacked consistent production

capabilities. Throughout the community, such dis-
illusionments lead many players to phase out initial
activities, while others recognized confirmation for
their continued hesitance to engage at all.

Still today, dedicated specialists hold a major
share of graphene production IP, but their supply
streams mature. Production volumes increase. Most
suppliers plan out industrial scaling steps and eagerly
await implementation opportunities. Now, the pace
of demand growth (and growth expectations) and
capital investment requirements largely limit the
expansion of production capacity. Graphene-based
niche products enter multiple application markets,
but limited adoption rates, in particular for mass
products, still restrict overall market growth. Hence,
suppliers increasingly engage in both close co-
development activities with potential customers [5]
and community level trust building activities such as
standardization or REACH registration.

In the coming years, supply stream quality and
availability of graphene will continue to increase
steadily. Following hype and disillusionment, a more
realistic view on graphene capabilities throughout
various application fields starts to settle in, setting the
stage for a phase of sustained market growth.

7.2. Market reports
Market reports address a widespread desire for in-
depth market intelligence, particular in emerging
fields where little experience is available and potential
actors seek to position themselves. Commercial pro-
viders largely control the creation of market reports
and finance themselves by extensive access fees that
create a particularly high paywall barrier. No external
quality control mechanisms apply whatsoever, hence
market reports form a specific niche segment among
grey literature.

Potential actors considering to engage in an emer-
ging field of technology in various roles (frommater-
ials supply over application development and sys-
tems integration to investors) require market insights
to inform their decision making process. Despite
substantial access fees, the purchase of a market
report may appear a cost sensitive solution com-
pared to conduction own market research initiat-
ives or outsourcing those to a third-party service
provider. Hence, market reports clearly advertise to
fulfill this need and, thus to offer ample insight
into specific market segments or fields of technology
development.

In our observation, not all market reports on
specific segment (exemplified by graphene) appear
suitable to deliver on such expectations equally well.
While many market reports seem professional and
offer profund data and forecasts, we also found ample
clues that indicate inferior quality among several
commercially available sources. For instance, some
market report previews kindly express forecasts in
terms of both market revenue and growth rates. The
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numbers, however, are not always consistent with
each, which can be attributed to basic calculation
errors within those market projections. Other mar-
ket reports stand out for extrememarket revenue pre-
dictions, roughly exceeding median projections by a
factor of 1000. Readers may guess whether superior
market knowledge or an undetected mix up (such as
millions for billions) may explain such findings.

We also found surprising degrees of agreement
between certain market projections from nomin-
ally independent reports from different providers
(i.e. identical series of numbers) way beyond stat-
istical coincidence. Of course, we can never entirely
rule out that two parties simply arrived at identical
conclusions. Still a suspicion remains that not all
market report providers always rely on their own
original research activities to inform their market
forecasts. Tracking of coincidental typo provides
further evidence towards a certain copy-and-paste
attitude among some market report providers.
In particular, the proliferation of prominent mis-
spellings among company names (such as ‘Vorbrck’
or ‘Granphenea’) between various market reports is
likely not coincidence.

Despite detecting frequent and basic shortcom-
ings in some market reports, we also found flawless
records and inspected a small and non-representative
selection of full-text sources. Better market reports
provide ample intelligence on the graphene sector,
in-depth analyses of application trends, and valid-
ated information on numerousmarket actors.We feel
unable to highlight the most valuable sources as we
lack equal access to all relevant sources and, thus,
might be biased. Instead, we try to point out criteria
that prospective buyers of market reports may con-
sider prior to their purchase:

• Track-record: Do previous versions exist? Has the
market report provider been active in the particular
field of interested for an extended period of time?

• Web presence: Is the homepage designed profes-
sionally? Does it provide all necessary information
in a professional way?

• Methodology: Ideally, providers combine a wide
range of methods to gather and validate the
information provided.We suggest particular atten-
tion towards interviews with industrial experts.

• Content: We suggest a few categories of desirable
expertise summaries and types of analyses to look
out for (as spelled out applicable for graphene, but
transferrable to other topics and technologies):
∗ Discussion of material types
∗ Discussion of production methods
∗ Analysis of competing materials
∗ Analysis on application sectors
∗ Analysis of regional activities
∗ Discussion of the general market environment
and framework conditions

∗ Forecasts on production volumes, revenues and
prices

∗ Intelligence on industrial actors in the field.

7.3. Meta-market analysis
We established a systematic approach to investigate
the distinct, yet rarely analyzed grey literature cat-
egory comprised of market studies. It equally serves
two unique objectives that go along with very differ-
ent perspectives. It enables:

(A) a systematic aggregation of market expectations
for a certainmarket segment, in this study exem-
plified by the emerging graphene sector; and

(B) an approach for the scientific analysis of com-
mercialmarket reports to shedmore light on this
influential, yet rather inaccessible grey literature
segment.

Both perspectives highly benefit from the availab-
ility of complementary results by other quantitative
innovation researchmethods. In this regard, we chose
bibliometrics and patent analysis in order to com-
bine the primarily economic perspective of market
reports with the scientific domain (bibliometrics) and
applied technology development (patents). Beyond
addressing complementary segments of the techno-
logy innovation system for graphene, we specifically
focused each technique towards the identification and
evaluation of relevant industrial actors as a common
denominator.

Regarding market expectations (A), any given
market report shows an individual perspective. The
emergence of markets based on novel technologies
goes along with substantial levels of uncertainty.
Hence, market forecasts usually scatter tremend-
ously between sources. Our meta-market approach
balances individual estimation errors and biases.
It provides access to harmonized market expecta-
tions and consolidated market development scen-
arios (best/worst case expectations). Of course, col-
lective biases among the ensemble of market studies
on a given technology segment cannot be excluded
entirely.

Regarding the merits and flaws of market reports
(B), we recognize a wide quality range spanning from
serious reports providing ample intelligence and in-
depth analyses to studies likely filled by negligent
copy&paste techniques partially containing blatant
errors. We highly recommend potential buyers to
apply due diligence prior to their purchase as no
external quality assurance mechanisms exist at all. In
general, we suspect certain conscious (high numbers
promise to sell more reports) and unconscious (tend-
ency to cover markets that are perceived promising)
biases among market report providers expedited by
their commercial intent. Only systematic benchmark
tests over a long period of time may substantiate and
quantify this suspicion. However, according to our
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experience, some high-quality market reports with
honest analyses without obvious flaws do co-exist
with others of rather dubious quality.

Finally, we recognize substantial language and
information biases in both our study and its subject.
We only considered English language market reports,
which are primarily written by English speakers (both
native and second language) and primarily for an
English speaking audience. Hence, both intent and
access barriers may prioritize content from English
speaking countries (and the Western World at large).
Our complementary bibliometric and patent analyses
enable less biased means for actor identification and
evaluation, that clearly confirm a strong preference
of market reports for US and UK companies, while
players from EU countries and China may be less well
covered. Hence, such market reports tend to provide
a certain and incomplete perspective, which may also
affect their conclusions.
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